SAM II PE Number Request Application

Description
This innovation allows district design personnel to determine if an FMS, SAM II timesheet number has been established. The SAM II number is used on timesheets for charging engineering work to a project. In addition, it automates the STIP preliminary engineering SAM II project number request process through a web-based application that checks, retrieves and transmits STIP and SAM II data. MoDOT employees throughout the state are using the SAM II project number application without any reported problems and employee feedback has been good.

Benefits
- Quicker responses to district inquiries
- Eliminates multiple email messages and phone calls
- Automatic computer system look up and records necessary data
- Ensures data accuracy and consistency
- Saves money by eliminating work - saves 522.25 work hours per year
- Directs requests to appropriate employees
- Displays SAM II numbers for accurate project coding
- Creates a history of data and submission dates
- Allows employees to focus on other work areas

Implementation Cost
One-time development cost is $5,950.

For More Information Contact:
Misty Finley at misty.finley@modot.mo.gov or (573) 522-9384.

Additional photos can be seen by accessing the Innovations Challenge homepage at: http://wwwi/intranet/cr/SolutionsAtWork/Innovations.htm.